
●  Bone structure can be manipulated by repetitive loading of the 
tissue [4][5].

● Bones of patients with MSD’s were scanned and found to have 
increased blood flow and blood pooling [4]. 

● Dr. Mary Barbe currently has a static device at temple University
● Rats are trained to grab a handle and meet a certain force and 

time threshold  to receive a food pellet
● Force generated by rats can be measured and recorded.

● Workplace’s leading cause of pain is work-related 
musculoskeletal disorders (MSD’s) [1].

● Accounts for 34% of all work days lost; up to $20 billion 
annually in direct workers’ compensation 

● In the 2010 National Manufacturing Agenda of the National 
Institute of Occupational Safety and Health, it was 
recommended that biomechanical research be put into the 
cause of MSD’s [2].

Rats are being used as models to study the repetitive use of power 
hand tools. Currently a device exists to measure the force a rat produces 
by pulling on a handle. Our design aims to transition from a static system 
to a dynamic one that not only measures forces but can react and apply 
opposing forces to the rat.
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In collaboration with researchers at Temple University and 
UW-Madison,our team is developing a device that contains a 
handle that a rat can be trained to pull which initiates a controlled 
rapid impulse force in the opposite direction that results in 
eccentric muscle contractions in the rat's arms, bringing us one 
step closer to simulating repetitive power hand tool operation. 
The design includes a linear actuator mounted in line with a 
miniature load cell. A micro controller controls activation and 
operation of the device including the pull force and rate of 
impulse loading. The device aims to transition from a passive pull 
force system to a dynamic pull force system which is a necessary 
step in accurately modeling the effects of power hand tools.
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● A device which provides an opposing 
force to a rat’s pull

● Reach duration should be able to be 
changed by the researcher
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Figure 1. A sequential illustration of a rat reaching out, grasping, and pulling on a 
handle [3]

FUTURE WORK

● Implement L12

● Revise device to pass all tests

● Send device to Dr. Barbe for on site testing with rat

● Take feedback to revise device 

● Implement vibrational loading 77

● Opposing force should begin immediately once 
the rat begins to pull on the handle

● Test must not result in a reward unless the test 
lasts for the entire time frame specified for the 
test

Figure 2. SolidWorks model of the final design

TESTING DATA & RESULTS

TESTING SETUP
                                                    

Figure 4. Calibration curve for load cell readout to 
force conversion

Testing will follow the established 

testing protocol

1. Calibration with weights

2. Excessive load test

3. Insufficient load test

4. Durability Test

Figure 6. Example of successful and unsuccessful 
attempt

Figure 5. Testing stability 
of internal components

Figure 3. The current static block which we 
will be replacing

Figure 7. Image of testing setup 
used for the calibration testing 
which  resulted in the calibration 
curve shown in figure 4.


